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The Killer in the Bloodstream: the “Spike Protein”

By Mike Whitney, June 13, 2021

The Spike Protein  is  a  “uniquely  dangerous”  transmembrane fusion protein  that  is  an
integral part of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. “The S protein plays a crucial role in penetrating host
cells and initiating infection.” It also damages the cells in the lining of the blood vessel walls
which leads to blood clots, bleeding, massive inflammation and death.

The Elephant in the Room: Cell Phones

By Edward Curtin, June 13, 2021

The elites who consider themselves gods, such as those at the World Economic Forum, the
World Health Organization, the Bill  and Melinda Gates Foundation, Google, and their ilk
throughout governments, corporations, media, etc., know that cell phones are fundamental
to their plan for a fully digitized world.

The Copenhagen Summit for Democracy: The New Nazis

By Christopher Black, June 13, 2021

On May 10-11 a conference was presented by the “Alliance of Democracies” in Copenhagen
that claimed to “unite free peoples” against authoritarianism, to promote the rule of law, to
advance  the  “technological  control  of  democracy,”  freedom  of  expression  and  US
leadership.

Netanyahu’s Last Hurrah?
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By Stephen Lendman, June 13, 2021

After  extremist  settlers  and  other  far-right  elements  were  denied  permission  for  an
unacceptable march through Occupied East Jerusalem’s Old City, Netanyahu OK’d what’s
virtually sure to heighten tensions more than already.

Lawsuit Claims Merck’s Gardasil Papilloma Virus Vaccine Caused Severe Injuries to Teen

By Robin McCall and Dr. Gary G. Kohls, June 13, 2021

The national law firm of Baum, Hedlund, Aristei & Goldman filed a Gardasil lawsuit against
Merck today on behalf of a 19-year-old woman, alleging the company misled the FDA,
legislators,  doctors  and  moms  about  the  safety  and  efficacy  of  its  Gardasil
vaccine.

Peru: What Will be the Nature of a Pedro Castillo Government?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 13, 2021

Pedro Castillo is a trade-union leader and former school teacher from the Northern Andean
region of Cajamarca. He is committed to poverty alleviation and job creation. Exacerbated
by the Covid crisis and the lockdown, Peru is currently in a state of mass unemployment,
extreme poverty and despair beyond description.

The West should Embrace a Multipolar World Order

By Megan Sherman, June 13, 2021

There  have  been  many  obvious  signs  of  Western  defensiveness,  protectiveness  and
isolationism against the emergence of a multipolar BRIC ascendancy, which is interpreted as
a threat to hegemon America’s unilateral geopolitical strategy, so brutally imposed on the
ever  evolving  politics  of  world  order,  to  the  understandable  dismay  of  humanitarian
diplomats.

How Washington is Positioning Syrian Al-Qaeda’s Founder as Its ‘Asset’

By Ben Norton and Max Blumenthal, June 13, 2021

March 2021 marked the 10th anniversary of the Western regime-change war on Syria. And
after  a  decade  of  grueling  conflict,  Washington  is  still  maneuvering  to  extend  its
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longstanding  relationship  with  the  Salafi-jihadist  militants  fighting  Syrian  President  Bashar
al-Assad.

Is a “Climate Lockdown” on the Horizon?

By Kit Knightly, June 13, 2021

If  and  when  the  powers-that-be  decide  to  move  on  from  their  pandemic  narrative,
lockdowns won’t be going anywhere. Instead it looks like they’ll be rebranded as “climate
lockdowns”, and either enforced or simply held threateningly over the public’s head.

Fakery and Covid Insanity: Must Mankind Bow to “False Gods”?

By Julian Rose, June 12, 2021

We are living in the land of fake-believe.  Nothing is as it seems in this virtual world invented
and monopolised by deceivers. A world in which warriors of truth are named ‘conspiracy
theorists’ and masters of the lie are named ‘upholders of the truth’. And all the while, a
largely hypnotized humanity bows down its head to this vainglorious game. This game of
thrones.

The “Great Zero Carbon” Conspiracy

By F. William Engdahl, June 11, 2021

The globalist  Davos World Economic Forum is  proclaiming the necessity  of  reaching a
worldwide goal of “net zero carbon” by 2050. This for most sounds far in the future and
hence largely ignored. Yet transformations underway from Germany to the USA, to countless
other economies, are setting the stage for creation of what in the 1970’s was called the New
International Economic Order.

This is How Doctors are Puppets for Vaccine Manufacturers

By Global Research News, June 13, 2021

Some “GRAS” (acronym for Generally Recognized as Safe) substances are not revealed due
to trade secrets. This includes many oils, including peanut oil. This is one reason why there
are millions of people in the world who are allergic to peanuts and other vaccine ingredients.
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